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My Farming Life
A personal recollection of Joan Noble

I

used to spend Easter and summer holidays in Appleby Parva, staying in Rose Cottage,
with my aunt and uncle, Edith and Ron Hatton. This was a great change from London,
where I lived.

Some of the happiest times were when I accompanied Mr. Lewis Clamp the farmer on his
milk round. He kept the Red Hill Farm, situated behind the Grammar School. Like all other
farmers he rose very early and milked his cows before starting on the many other tasks.
Those three or four farmers who also delivered milk would then drive round the village,
which would take several hours. Lewis attended to Appleby Parva rst, when he called to
deliver a jug of creamy milk to my aunt. He arrived at seven o'clock, and when I was
staying there on holiday, I would join him for the rest of the round, which could nish
between twelve and one o'clock.
The milk oat (pony trap), contained
a very large churn of milk, which
remained in the oat all the time.
Hanging inside were a pint and a half
pint measure and every so often the
pail was replenished from the churn
of milk. There was a seat on either
side of the trap and a little door at
the back. The pony, Blackie, was
very friendly.

Duck Lake,
Appleby Magna

The personal
memories of
Edwin Lovatt
are recalled on
pages 2 and 3

He had been a pit pony and was
doubtless happy to be enjoying the
exercise and fresh air. There was also
a large pail with a lid, which was
carried from house to house.
We were not the only ones delivering
milk in the village. There was Gordon Parker, for instance, whose father kept a large
Georgian farm where St Michael’s Drive now stands. It had been in the family for
generations.
Both Lewis Clamp and Gordon Parker loved a chat. When Gordon and Lewis chanced to
meet somewhere in Appleby Magna, the two traps would be drawn together as the side of
the road and the conversation would be lengthy. Sometimes we even went in and sat
down by the side of the road to wait. Even at seven years old, the age at which I rst
started on the milk round, this habit of theirs would irritate me a good deal.
I often had to remind Lewis that he had a eld of wheat to cut that afternoon or that the
hay needed to be brought into the rickyard.
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The next History Cafe meeting will be at 10.00 am on June 21st

The start of a
three part series.
Anne Silins
recalls her
schooldays in
1940’s Appleby
Magna

The memories of Edwin Lovatt
Edwin Lovatt was encouraged to share these early memories by Local History Cafe
Member , Eileen Massie.

I

was born on 13/6/37 at White House Farm,
Appleby Magna. The farm was rented from a
private owner. In the space of 8 years my parents
had 5 children. I was the youngest and the only
boy.
The house, which was not white, was semidetached both houses being identical. It consisted
of a kitchen, back kitchen pantry, and sitting room.
Upstairs 2 bedrooms, a boxroom and a landing. For
a period of time, one bedroom had 2 double beds
adjacent to the walls with a gap between the two.
Enough room to kneel down to say our prayers as
taught by my mother.
The house had no electricity, no tap water, and no
telephone. We used oil lamps and went to bed with
a candle.
The wireless was powered by an
accumulator which needed to be recharged every
so often. This involved a trip to Measham Jerrams
hardware shop.
There were several wells on the farm, one being
deemed drinking water which we pumped by hand
into a bucket and carried into the house some
30-40 yards away.
We washed ourselves with
water from the rain tub. This was water from the
roof of the house. This water was soft and did not
need so much soap.
Cooking was done in the kitchen. We had an oven
range. The oven on one side of the re a copper on
the other side which gave us a supply of hot water.
The toilet was outside situated at the bottom of
some steps under a bridge. The toilet was made of
wood and was a 2-seater. You could sit side by
side. No toilet roll, newspaper was used. A neatly
trimmed box hedge surrounded the steps. If you
were using the toilet when a horse and cart went

Mr Lovatt, grandfather of Arthur Massie 1951
over the bridge it felt somewhat unsafe.
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We were able to have killed, by the butcher Mr
Starbuck, 2 pigs a year. The sides of bacon and

hams were hung from the ceiling in the kitchen. This
made movement in a comparatively small kitchen
tricky. The pigs weighed 20 stone or more deadweight. The bacon cut from the bottom of the itch
was completely fat; it became leaner as cut further in.
We ate fried bread along with the bacon and an egg
for breakfast. Rabbits and pigeons were also part of
the diet. I enjoyed the sport shooting and catching
the rabbits with snares, nets, and ferrets. There was
not much room around the table, we always ate in the
kitchen.
As a child Friday night was bath night.
Mother
bathed using a tin bath in front of the re in the
kitchen. Also in the kitchen was a Singer sewing
machine, mother made many garments for us as
children.
A piano was in the sitting room. The girls all had
piano lessons from
Mr
Price
at
Measham.
I
preferred to be busy
outside with my
wheelbarrow.
Monday
was
w a s h d a y.
No
cooking, cold meat
left from the Sunday
joint. Mother would
get the re going to
heat up the water in
the copper which
was in the back
kitchen. The clothes
were put in a tub and
whisked around with
a dolly, a wooden
appliance with 3
prongs.
They were rinsed and put through the
mangle. A machine with 2 rollers, turned by a handle,
which squeezed the water out. The clothes were
then put in a big bucket and taken 30-40 yards to be
pegged out on the clothesline which was situated in
the rickyard. When dry they were ironed with an iron
heated by the re.
I was allowed to iron the
handkerchiefs. When washing some of the white
garments a blue bag was used. No praise is too high
for my mother who turned us out looking respectable
and well mannered.
The original White House leaves a lot for the
imagination. I guess it was a Gentleman’s residence.
There was a walled garden 1 acre in size. In the
outbuildings there was a wash house. In another
building, in the wall, was an over door. One range of
buildings consisted of 4 dog kennels. The inside area

of a kennel was approximately 12 square yds. The
outside run was contained with a wall, iron palings
cemented on the top of the wall to prevent the dogs
jumping out. I presume the kennels were a home for
a pack of hounds. We kept pigs and calves in them.
Foxes were a problem taking hens which mother
had reared from day old chicks. I enjoyed seeing
the hunt on the farm; the red coats and some of the
ladies wearing top hats and riding side-saddle. It
was exciting to see which way the fox would run.
Invariably the fox was too clever and escaped the
hunt. There were two sizeable woods close to the
farmstead. After father gave up the tenancy of
White House the farm was sold, and owners cleared
the woodland.
The entrance to the rickyard was via two decorative
iron gate posts next to a big cedar tree where we
had a swing attached to one of its branches. It is in
this area where I think the White House stood. We
had an air raid shelter at the edge of the rickyard
built in what appeared to have been a moat. I think
we only used the air raid shelter once.
I started school when I was 4. The junior school was
the chapel in Church Street, the teacher Miss
Burton. Later I moved to the ‘big’ school opposite
the church, the teacher Miss Knight, the headmaster
Mr Bailey.
In this period of time the Grammar
School was not used as a school.
From an
education point of view the school was very poor.
Jobs for the pupils included feeding and cleaning
out several tame rabbits, digging and sowing the
garden in front of the school and 4 pupils fetching
the school milk in 2 small buckets with lids on. I
loved collecting the milk it involved going on the
footpath from the Crown Inn to Top Street turning
right to Varnam’s farm who supplied the milk.
During my time at the village school a canteen was
built o Bowley’s Lane to provide dinner for the
school children. We had a small portion of raw
carrot or swede followed by a hot meal. Previously
we took sandwiches to eat.
Going to school
involved with my sisters walking approximately 3
miles a day. If ground conditions permitted, we took
a shorter route across the elds.
The chances of passing the scholarship entrance
examination to Ashby Grammar School when
attending Appleby School was slim. When I was 9
years old my parents moved me to Measham School
which had, over the years, a good percentage of
pupils passing the scholarship.
I was not
accustomed to the strict discipline. I remember
getting the cane from the headmaster 3 strokes
across the palm of my hand. I was determined not
to cry. A close call.
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I attended Sunday School at Appleby. On Rogation
Sunday the Rector led the congregation a tour round
the village stopping to bless the crops. We made
our way to the Rectory. I remember the large pillars
leading to the front door. A smaller rectory was built
sometime later.

Rogation Sunday in Appleby Magna 1946

I enjoyed the animals on the farm. I learned to milk
at an early age. Sitting on a 3-legged stool, bucket
between my legs hoping the cow did not kick me.
In times of need I milked 2 or 3 cows in the
morning before I went to the Grammar School.
The school bus went by the drive to the farm at
8.00 a.m. travelling through the villages of Appleby,
Snarestone and Measham, then on to Ashby.
I was fond of our carthorses Boney and Dordon
Beautiful who we called Dordy. She had greasy
legs and in the summer the ies attached her legs
and we used Jeyes Fluid to free her from the
maggots. When I was a child I found hay-making
in the meadows by the river Mease fascinating.
The swaths of hay followed the twisting path of
the river. The loose hay was loaded on to the
wagons taken to the homestead and made it into a
rick.
Much hard work with pitch forks and
craftsmanship needed.
I learned the art of
thatching. If the hay was made too quickly the rick
could catch re by internal combustion. I shed in
the river. My rst shing rod was a rod cut out of
the wood a line tied on the end and the oat was
made from a goose quill.
We had a very good Collie Dog called Towser. I
worked him taking the geese and goslings on to
the stubble elds to glean the bits of corn left after
the harvest. When fetching the geese home one
night Towser was a bit quick on them and they all
took ight amazingly in a V formation, ew past the
farmyard but swung round and landed close to
their shed. Mother sat goose and duck eggs
under broody hens. 11 duck eggs, 4 goose eggs
per hen. The hens looked after the goslings and
ducklings until they could fend for themselves.
Then they were fattened for the Christmas trade.
Towser was good at marking rabbits and retrieving
the ball when I threw it at the wall and hit it with my
homemade cricket bat.
When at home I did not play with the village
children. I had plenty to do on the farm but I
enjoyed the company of my sisters and cousins.
Later in life I worked for Arthur for a period of time
who furthered my farming education.
E.A.L. March 2022

The wheelwright’s skill
Andrew Moore delves into this
important but lost skill ….

Marina Sketchley investigates …

I

f you watch the Antiques Road Show on
television you may have seen an example
of Martin ware,
the strange pottery
animals known as “Grotesques”, which were
made by the Martin brothers, in London,
from the 1860s.
Robert - after whom the ‘Wally’ bird jars were
named - made the designs
Walter made the pots,
mixed the glazes

B

efore the advent of the motor car, the
wheelwright was one of the most
important tradesmen. He made and
repaired wooden wheels for carts and
waggons. Whilst large companies would often
employ their own wheelwright there was also a
need for such tradesmen in the wider
population, to make and repair wheels for
farmers and for general usage by cab
proprietors and carters.

red the kiln and

Edwin made the eccentric nishing touches
in bold colours
Charles allegedly sold them - but he hid the
ones he didn’t want to part with

The Hames were a family of wheelwrights
dated back over 200 years, working from a
yard near the present day duck pond. Thomas
Hames the last wheelwright combined
woodworking, metalwork and blacksmith to
produce the nished cart wheel. Almost as a
sideline he also used the same skills to
produce co ns for the local villages including
Austrey and Appleby Magna

These four brothers were Plymouth Brethren
and they were far from rich: they “worked for
a workman’s wage” and could only a ord to
re the kiln once or twice a year. Robert
gained inspiration from public gures, such
as members of parliament or lawyers.
Their work was admired and bought by such
as Sir Edward Burne-Jones and Dante
Gabriel Rossetti, but was sold for just a few
pounds.
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To date, the highest price at auction is
£157,000 for a caricature of Benjamin
Disraeli. In 2018 a Plymouth Museum paid
£200,000 for a crab with mad eyes, curly
moustache, beard and wonky smile. A
collection of just nine pieces is currently
estimated at £200,000.
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Is beauty in the eye of the
beholder?

During the
mid-19th century, many
wheelwrights worked closely with blacksmiths,
as solid iron bands were by then often used
round the wooden wheels to increase their life
expectancy and durability.
The Hames’
continued to work until the manufacture of
rubber wheel parts and pneumatic tyres made
the art of wheelmaking virtually obsolete.

Anne Silins school days in Appleby

M

y school days began in the one room
Infants School just a short distance along
Church Street from where I lived, so only
a few yards from my home. It was called the
Infant's Chapel School,
not because they
hoped we would all
turn religious, but
because the
building had been
the General
Baptist Chapel.
From 1940 until
1957 it was the
Infant’s School. This
building was one large
room with a balcony
across
the back one third of the
room. The teacher stood at what must
have once been a pulpit. We sat in our
seats and stared up at the teacher, who
looked ‘god-like’ so high above us.
Punishment, for even the smallest
misbehaviour meant being sent up
the stairs to the balcony area. This
was not so bad, and I certainly did
my time up those stairs. If you were
quiet, and moved like a mouse, you
could slowly work your way down to the
front seats of the balcony and peer down
at the teacher and the other pupils as they
worked. Sometimes you were forgotten and I
spent many hours watching children scratch
their heads, pick away at their noses and
generally do the things children of that age do
instead of their classroom work.
I was by nature a loner, not lonely, but I wasn’t
used to being with so many village children in
one place. So starting school was a confusing
and noisy experience for me. The other school
children were an independent lot, adventurous in
spirit and not always willing to do as the teacher
asked. I soon got used to their harum-scarum
ways, but always remained a bit of a prissy little
girl. I tended to be an onlooker rather than a

Temporary and sometimes unquali ed teachers
seemed to be the rule at Appleby's Infant Chapel
School. Our teacher would try without much success
to keep the young pupils in line, but it was di cult to
keep us in class when the Hunt came through the
village or when someone was needed to run errands
at home, work in the garden or the allotment or look
after younger siblings. Many children in my class were
given ‘a good 'idin’ for not ‘stopping’ at home to help
when needed. ‘A good 'idin' varied according to the
temperament of the giver. It could be a good thrashing
or a few clouts about the head. But these children
tried to avoid that and if it couldn't be avoided, then
they would brag about it. I was bewildered by their
bragging talk, but watched and listened. I led all this
new information away in my head so that I could sit in
the hay loft later and think it all through.
There were two play areas: a back yard with cinders
covering the ground, and a front yard with grass and
mud. The front yard we were told had been the
cemetery so we had to be careful where we
played. We shouldn’t walk on the graves,
but we could never see where they
were, so we walked all over the grass.
Perhaps the story of the graves was
made up by the older boys, just to
scare we little girls. The cinder playground (yard) was a torment. If you
slipped while skipping or running you
received a nasty scrape and the
teacher would have to dig out the tiny
cinders from little girl’s injured knees. The
boys had fewer scapes even though they all
wore short pants, but never would they ask the
teacher to clean their knees. A wipe with their hands,
and only if the scape bled would they wipe it with the
sleeve of their jacket or sweater. That same sleeve
that they used to wipe their noses in winter.
The bigger boys happily related the tale of a small girl
who had fallen into the Chapel School lavatory. They
told us that the seat had given way, plunging the girl
into the ooze below. They gave us the odorous and
visual details of what she looked like when she was
shed out. Little girls would hold ‘it’ until they got
home rather than use that lavatory.. We small girls
were very afraid the seat would once again give way
and pitch one of us down that smelly black hole.

Sign of the times (table) ….
During WW2. Whilst in air raid shelters we were made to shout our tables louder
than loud to try and drown out the sound of the bombs dropping and ack ack guns
ring. Yes I’m know my tables. I have used them my entire life. Still do.
June Heaton
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1965. Ten years old and the whole class recited the twelve times table. When we
nished a girl called Lorraine Thomas (yes I still remember her name) raised her hand
and said to the teacher may I carry on miss? She went on to do the 13×, the 14×, the
15× and so on until the teacher had had enough!
Tony Sullivan
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participant.

Schooldays …

Its all in the name …
Richard Dunmore explains …
Appleby is mentioned three times in the Domesday Book
of 1086 with land held by Burton Abbey (Derbyshire) and
Henry de Ferrers and Countess Godiva (Leicestershire).
The latter - the famous Lady Godiva of Coventry - was
widow of Earl Leofric of Mercia who died in 1057. Burton
Abbey had acquired land at Appleby Magna in the will of
Wulfric Spot 1004.
The place name
Appleby is a
combination of
Saxon and
D a n i s h
elements
which may
well be a
modi cation
of a wholly
Saxon name such as Appleton. As noted above, the
settlement therefore appears to date from the Saxon
period before the Danish invasions of the ninth century.
Another recent suggestion, by Christopher Rigg, is that
the name Appleby derives from the older British element
'apa' (water or stream). As the village developed in a
shallow valley astride the village brook, this is indeed
plausible. He deduces that 'the various Applebies were
British villages until the Scandinavians arrived. All three
Applebies in England grew up around streams and are not
all in places for apple orchards'. If Appleby were indeed a
British village, its origin would of course be before the
Saxon period.

All in reverse …
I had two 6yo children in my second
primary class who could only write in
mirror when copying from the
blackboard! Problem solved by giving
them my workbook on their desks to
copy from ~ the human brain! Friends
and I had several enigma codes for
passing notes when we were
11yo...still got in trouble for passing
notes but were relieved that they
couldn't be read!
Arthur Wains

Summers coming …
Days by the sea

elds over the summer. But
the current school system was developed
over the course of the 19th century, when
English farms were increasingly mechanised
and having children helping with the harvest
would only have been necessary for a small
percentage of the population. Besides
which, a brief glance at the farming calendar
tells you that a holiday that ends at the start
of September is not going to be much use
for bringing in the harvest in the early
autumn. So whatever the origin of six weeks
o at the height of summer is, it’s not for the
sake of farmers. Perhaps it was just to be
nice to school students by giving them time
o at the sunniest part of the year
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